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Steganalysis, which is the counterpart to steganography, is an art and science that is 
devoted to detecting hidden information that has been concealed within seemingly  
harmless digital media. With the advancement in technology nowadays, the  techniques 
used in steganography also become more complex, making it necessary to  continuously 
improve steganalysis methods to keep up with emerging threats and  ensure digital 
data's confidentiality, authenticity, and privacy. Steganalysts face the challenge of 
uncovering hidden information within covert media, requiring analysis of both original 
and altered media. While efficient steganalysis tools exist for specific approaches, 
devising a universal solution for all steganography techniques remains challenging. With 
the utilization  of the formulated key, this paper aims to classify and analyze variables 
used in the  steganalytic system. Thus, three views of classified variables are presented 
to address the pattern of detection. These are known as trade-off value-based, 
probability of  character variable, and Support Vector Machine-based (SVM-based). 
Hence, it is expected that this scheme will become one of the alternative ways to 
enhance the  steganalytic system for discovering the hidden message in communication. 
Furthermore, it is suggested the necessity for enhanced steganalysis techniques and 
tools, as well as the significance of academic and professional education in this area. 
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1. Introduction 
 

One of the concern areas with information hiding is steganalogy which has attracted more 
attention since last decade [1,2]. It has played an important role in secret communication and 
information [3,4] such as medical and healthcare security [5], e-military [6], and also forensics [7] 
matters from medieval times through the 20th century. In fact, steganalogy is the technique for 
digitally covering and detecting information through a secret communication channel. Steganalogy 
guarantees the cover messages are perceptually unchanged after concealing and detecting the 
covered writing. Steganalogy can be classified into two parts which are steganography and 
steganalysis. 

Steganography uses numerous carriers for transferring information. For instance, digital 
steganography consists of carriers such as image steganography [8], audio [9], and video [10] which 
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have produced good results. Steganography plays an important role in preserving the confidentiality 
and integrity of the data. It aims to prevent the detection of secret data when exchanging messages 
in communication [11]. There are several techniques and methods that can be employed in 
steganography using steganographic tools. For example, OpenStego [12], SSuite Picsel [13], 
StegProxy [14], and  Steghide [15]  have been developed based on digital steganography. 

Meanwhile, steganalysis is reflected as the discovery of secret information [16] where the main 
goal is to reveal the hidden information that exists in the particular data. It can be categorized into 
digital steganalysis and natural language steganalysis. Natural language steganalysis can be classified 
further into text-based and linguistic-based. In contrast, digital steganalysis comprises of image, 
audio, video, and network. There have been numerous studies done on steganalysis in the digital 
domain based on past research. For example, there are studies on image steganalysis [17-19] , audio 
steganalysis [20,21] and video steganalysis [22,23]. The Simmons idea based on the "Prisoners' 
problem [24] is shown in Figure 1 below. 
 

 
Fig. 1. A visualize of text steganalytic model 

 
1.1. Text Steganalysis 
 

Nowadays, with the growing interest in online communication, text steganalysis is needed to 
detect the existence of hidden message in the features characteristics, statistical probabilities, or 
linguistic structures of the online text conversation. In statistical-based, text steganalysis will attempt 
to locate the reliable anticipated secret text in that particular natural language text domain [25]. The 
format-based attack is known as the steganalysis algorithm that is used on text steganalysis. It is 
shown that the algorithm mostly will alter the statistical features of carriers. There are several types 
of techniques that can be associated with this attack. For instance, the technique that is based on 
tags that have been proposed [26] is used to discover the hidden message embedded in tags of a 
webpage. The basic idea of this technique is to check for a mismatch that occurs in the tags. Another 
technique that has been studied [27] is character substitution. Basically, this technique examines the 
language characters and language commas in order to identify the characteristic errors in the texts 
that contain two languages. Therefore, the main idea of this paper is to address a formulation of a 
technique in the natural language steganalysis domain. Ordinarily, the strength of the selected 
steganalytic framework model has an impact on the techniques in steganalysis [28]. 
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2. Classified Variables in Formulated Steganalytic Key 
 

The fact of the formulated key condition is depending on variables used during the embedding 
process of any steganalytic system. Indeed, the strength of variables has an impact on the formulated 
key used for the steganalysis method. Actually, there are three types of classified variables have been 
identified which are trade-off value-based, probability of character variable, and Support Vector 
Machine-based (SVM-based). 

 
2.1 Trade-off Value-based 

 
Based on the idea of the "Prisoners' problem", it is assumed that online communication has 

occurred between two criminals named Aaron and Bobby who had been detained in Azkaban prison. 
They have been isolated between two fortresses namely the Northern cell and the Southern cell. 
They are only allowed to communicate online via Wincci, as an online System Administrator. 
Therefore, Wincci as a caretaker tries to monitor the communication of these two criminals in order 
to discover whether there is any hidden message in their online communication. One of the 
significant variables that can be used by Wincci is based on tag character. It is done by performing 
tag-mismatch analysis on the online text conversation. There are two types of tag-mismatch that 
need to be considered which are tag-pair mismatch s1 and null-tag mismatch s2 [26]. Therefore, 
Wincci will try to analyze any information from the text conversation to identify any tag-mismatch of 
file size, filesize of a text conversation, and average of tags character, k in online communication so 
that she is able to calculate the embedded rate, X as following Eq. (1);  

 

filesize

xxk
X

ss )2( 21+
=

             (1)                                          
 

The value of embedded rate, X is to indicate the ratio of the length of the secret message to the 
file size. This value is calculated and compared with the decision threshold, α [26] by Wincci to 
determine the communication status. Actually, she believes that if the embedded rate, X is greater 
than the decision threshold, α, the online text conversation can be identified as stego communication 
where this communication is embedded with a secret message and otherwise is recognized as normal 
communication. Therefore, the status of communication can be interpreted as Eq. (2); 
 

ioncommunicat normal
ioncommunicat stego







X
X

                                                     (2) 
 

Besides that, Wincci also can discover the hidden message of text conversation in online 
communication through the pattern of text communication. Through this idea, Wincci will try to 
calculate the randomness value, H(x) [29] of text communication patterns based on the binary code 
string of that text. 

On the other hand, Wincci can manipulate the feature of the inherent characteristic of tag offset, 
offset [30] of a text conversation. Then, the value of tag offset, offsetvalue will be determined through 
the alteration function of each character in a text conversation between Aaron and Bobby. This tag 
offset value, offsetvalue can be represented by two values either nonpositive or nonnegative. If Wincci 
finds that the feature of the inherent characteristic of text conversation decreases, offsetdecrease, this 
communication is identified as stego communication. Otherwise, if it increases, offsetincrease, the 
communication is normal. This situation can be formulated as following Eq. (3);       
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ioncommunicat normal
ioncommunicat stego

increase

decrease

offset
offset

                                                (3) 
 
2.2 Probability of Character Value-based 

 
Another view of natural language steganalysis perspective that can be illustrated is through the 

probability of character variables. Through this view, Wincci can use the feature of the probability of 
position character of a text conversation to discover any secret message in the online 
communication. It can be done by calculating the similarity coefficient, α [31] as follows Eq. (4); 

 

          (4) 
 
where, 
    i 1, 2, … 26 (represents the 26 letters of alphabetic characters A to Z) 

1(i) probability of each letter involve in a group of alphabetic characters A to Z 

2(i) probability of each text conversation involves in group of alphabetic characters A to Z 

 
After that, Wincci will compare the value of the similarity coefficient, α with the decision 

threshold, Δ [31]. If the value of the similarity coefficient, α is greater than the value of the decision 
threshold, Δ of the online text conversation, this communication is classified as stego communication. 
In different circumstances, the value of similarity coefficient, α is lower than the decision threshold, 
Δ value, the communication is identified as normal communication. Therefore, this situation can be 
formulated as follows Eq. (5); 
 

stego communication

normal communication

 
 


                                                (5) 
 

In addition, Wincci can use the feature of probability of space characters to determine the 
existence of the hidden message in text conversation on online communication. Wincci will try to 
calculate the probabilities of the space characters, P1 and the probabilities of continuous space 
characters, P2 [32] using Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) as below; 

 

1

numberof allcharacters

numberof spacecharacters
P =

            (6) 
 

2

numberof all space characters

numberof all continuous spacecharacters
P =

              (7) 
 

Then, Wincci does the comparison between the values of both probabilities with the decision 
threshold, Δ in order to identify that communication. She believes that if P1 and P2 are greater than 
the decision threshold, Δ, the analyzed text conversation is considered as stego communication and 
otherwise as stated in Eq. (8) below; 
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2.3 SVM-based 

 
One of the most used views on natural language steganalysis perspective is represented through 

the SVM-based view. One of the views in SVM-based that can be used by Wincci is through character-
based manipulation. The first character-based manipulation is the frequency of the character. Let's 
say SVM is used in order to detect suspicious text conversations between Aaron and Bobby in online 
communication. Context maximum rate, λ, and context maximum deviation, θ [33] can be used by 
SVM as a trade-off due to classifying between normal communication and stego communication. 
Therefore, this situation can be formulated as Eq. (9); 
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where,  
    i number of fitness 
   n number of context fitness 

  i context fitness, either 0 or 1 

i,max maximum context fitness, either 0 or 1        
 

Furthermore, Wincci can utilize character-based manipulation through the frequency of text 
characteristics, fk of text conversation, tc between Aaron and Bobby. She will try to discover the 
hidden message based on that conversation. Through SVM, the Natural Relative Frequency (NRF) 
score [34] will be used to justify the status of communication either normal communication or stego 
communication. The communication status will be obtained by two parameters of NRF score which 
are known as expected value, α of NRF score, and variance value, γ of NRF score. Therefore, the value 

of NRF score,
ct

kNRF , expected value, α of NRF score, and variance value, γ of NRF score can be 
calculated through Eq. (10) and Eq. (11);  
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where, 
i number of scores 
n number of NRF scores 
K number of text characters 
fk frequency of no of text character 
mk maximum list of text character 

 occurring NRF scores 
 

Besides, another character-based manipulation that can be used by Wincci is through character 
substitution. Ideally, Wincci will try to justify the ratio of abnormal character to normal character, 
(RAN) [27]. This RAN ratio will be used by SVM as a trade-off between normal communication and 
stego communication.  

The next character-based manipulation that can be used by Wincci to discover the secret message 
of a text conversation in online communication is based on perplexity. Through this idea, Wincci will 
try to calculate the perplexity value, P(w) [35] based on the number of values, wi, and the number of 
n-grams in the text, N which then passed to SVM for classification between normal communication 
and stego communication. The value of perplexity can be formulated as follows Eq. (12); 
 

2, 1
1
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=                                      (12) 

        
In addition, Wincci also can use context information in the text conversation in order to detect 

the presence of hidden information through the Vote Percentage, and VP calculation [36]. Then, SVM 
will use the VP value to classify whether the communication between Aaron and Bobby is normal 
communication or stego communication. 

Moreover, Wincci is able to discover the hidden message of a text conversation in online 
communication through font attributes of text characters. Based on the distance of font attributes 
between every two adjacent characters, Di, and Wincci will try to calculate the attribute distance 
frequency, Sk [37] of the text character. The value of the distance of font attributes between every 
two adjacent characters, Di, can be obtained through Eq. (13) as below. 
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                                       (13) 
 
where, 
i   number of frequency 
j   i + adjacent character (i+1) 
n   number of distance frequency 
p(ti)   normal font attribute value  
p(tj)   normal font attribute value (with adjacent     character) 
γ(ti) variation of font attribute value 
γ(tj) variation of the font attribute value (with the adjacent character) 
δ(ti) noise signal  
δ(tj) noise signal (with adjacent character) 
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Then, she will use this attribute distance frequency, Sk as a trade-off which can be manipulated 
by SVM in order to justify the communication status of either normal communication or stego 
communication. Therefore, this frequency can be formulated as shown in Eq. (14); 
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Besides the character-based manipulation point of view, Wincci can use word-based 
manipulation to detect any hidden information. One of the word-based manipulations is based on 
word distribution where Spread Degree, SD [38] is computed as an unbalanced word location 

measurement. Then, two parameters which are the average of Spread Degree SD , and variance of 

Spread Degree )(SDVar , are used by SVM to justify the text conversation as a normal or stego 
communication. This situation can be formulated as following Eq. (15); 
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where, 
i number of words 
m maximum of word 

 is the (i+1)th word of the text 

 number of occurrences 
 

The second word-based manipulation is word correlation. Through this idea, Wincci will identify 
the N-Window Variance of Mutual Information (N-WVMI) matrix, V value, and Partial Average 
Distance, Dα,K value [39] to be used by SVM as a trade-off in order to differentiate between normal 
communication and stego communication. Actually, this idea can be stated through Eq. (16); 
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]||[ − jj ii TS  will be equal to 1, otherwise 0, and 
),( jik  will be equal to 1 if is the greatest K, otherwise 0 

 
Meanwhile, the third word-based manipulation is the feature of word entropy of text 

conversation. A Detection Information, DIi [40] is attained by applying Eq. (17). After that, Wincci will 
use these values in order to obtain the detection entropy, DE, and variance of detection entropy, 
Var(DE) as following Eq. (18); 
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where, 
i number of occurrences 
n number of words 
Si score for word i 
C total of occurrences of all words 

 
Then, Wincci will use these two values through SVM in order to classify whether it is a normal or 

stego communication. 
Fourthly, Wincci also can use word-based manipulation that emphasizes the distribution of word 

frequency where the distribution of words will determine the accuracy of structure style. She will try 
to analyze two parameters of natural frequency zoned (NFZ) which are the average of NFZ, αk value, 
and variance of NFZ, γk value [41]. These two parameter values can be utilized by SVM in order to 
detect the text conversation whether contains or does not contain a hidden message. These two 
values can be formulated as following Eq. (19); 
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where, 
    i number of frequency 
  nk number of NFZ frequency 

 
distance of the (i+1)th and ith words in NFZ  
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Finally, word-based manipulation that can be used by Wincci is based on word shift which uses 
the neighbor difference concept [42]. Similarly, SVM can use this word-based manipulation to justify 
the text conversation as either normal communication or stego communication. 

Another point of view that can be used by Wincci is language-based manipulation. One of these 
manipulations is the feature of Language Modelling (LM) of text conversation [43]. There are five 
parameters that can be utilized by Wincci which are word statistics, minimum n-gram context length, 
statistics of model probability estimations for n-grams in the sentence, model statistics for log 
probability of n-grams in the sentence, and total probability of the sentence. These parameters can 
be integrated as a single vector. Therefore, Wincci can use this single vector through the SVM method 
in order to justify the text conversation of online communication between Aaron and Bobby. 

Additionally, Wincci can utilize the segment of sentences of a text conversation. There are two 
values that can be obtained through a segment of the sentence which are the Degree of Machine 
Reversibility (DMR) and Degree of Machine Preference (DMP) [44]. Therefore, Wincci will use these 
two values as a trade-off to the SVM method in order to detect the existence of the hidden message 
in the text conversation between Aaron and Bobby. 

It can be concluded that Wincci as a steganalyst can utilize all the classified variables consisting 
of trade-off value-based, probability of character variable, and SVM-based as the views of natural 
language steganalysis perspective. These classified variables can be used to discover whether there 
is any hidden message in any communication that occurs between the cyber communities in this 
electronic era. 
 
3. Challenges and Future Works 
 

There is considerable research conducted on steganography by scholars, cyber experts, and 
digital forensic examiners. However, this is against the field of steganalysis as it poses a very 
challenging task for them due to the lack of observed output for steganalysis techniques and tools 
[45]. As digital communication transforms daily life, the widespread availability of steganography 
tools online enables individuals with minimal or no technical expertise to engage in hiding the 
information. These readily accessible tools are so user-friendly that anyone can conceal a secret 
message within an object with a single click, requiring no processing time [6]. Since shared data are 
susceptible to data leaks [46], the requirement for additional security measures to avoid information 
being obtained from questionable sources [47]. Moreover, the use of steganography for illegal 
purposes could pose a serious threat to national security. Thus, the main challenge faced by the 
steganalyst is to find hidden information in covert media and extract it as understanding the original 
media is essential to the steganalysis process. It involves analyzing the features and characteristics of 
both cover and stego media. According to research by [48], several obstacles confront steganalysis 
techniques such as known only the stego media, known only the hidden media in scattered form, and 
known the cover and stego media. To counter this threat, there is a need for improved steganalysis 
techniques and tools, as well as the implementation of a steganalysis system capable of effectively 
inspecting suspicious information. Although it is possible to develop efficient steganalysis tools for 
certain approaches, it is difficult to come up with a scheme that works for all steganography 
techniques. In the future, it is suggested to increase the volume of academic publications in this 
domain to underscore its significance and widespread interest. It is crucial to promote professional 
and academic education in information hiding, enhancing comprehension, and refining 
methodologies within the field. In addition, future work can be extended to improve steganalysis 
methods or instruments that can eventually handle different steganography classes. 
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4. Conclusion 
 

This study has addressed a formulation of a technique in the natural language steganalysis 
domain. Based on the mathematical formulation, all the variables are analyzed and classified 
according to the pattern of detection. The detection pattern is considered in order to distinguish all 
the variables utilized in the process of discovering the hidden message in the online text 
conversation. Hence, three categories of classified variables have been identified which are trade-off 
value-based, probability of character variable, and SVM-based as shown in Figure 2.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Three views of classified variables 

 
Through this view, it is assumed that a new scheme based on numerical representation will be 

proposed in the future effort. Thus, it is expected that this scheme will become one of the alternative 
ways to detect secret information in communication. 
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